PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED IN EXCHANGE WITH MELITA THEOLOGICA

ANALECTA CRACOVIENSA
ANGELICUM
ARCHIVO TEOLOGICO GRANADINO
ASPRENAS
ANALECTA TOR
BIBLE TRANSLATOR
BULLETIN D'INFORMATION DE L'ACADEMIE THEOLOGIQUE – VARSOVIE
CANADIAN CATHOLIC REVIEW
CARMELUS
CATHOLIC BIBLICAL QUARTERLY
COLLECTANEA THEOLOGICA
CRISTIANESIMO NELLA STORIA
CURRENTS IN THEOLOGY AND MISSION
EAST ASIAN PASTORAL REVIEW
EPHEMERIDES MEXICANA
ESCRIPTOS DEL VEDAT
EVANGELICAL QUARTERLY
FRANCISCANUM
HOMILETIC AND PASTORAL REVIEW
HUMANISTICA E TEOLOGIA
INTERNATIONALE ZEITSCHRIFTENSHAU FUR BIBEL WISSENSCHAFT UND GRENZGEBIETE
IRISH THEOLOGICAL QUARTERLY
JOURNAL OF ECUMENICAL STUDIES
JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY
JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY AND THEOLOGY
JURIST
LATERANUM
LOUVAIN STUDIES
MANUSCRIPTA
MARIAN LIBRARY STUDIES
MARIAN STUDIES
MARIANUM
MEDICINA E MORALE
MELITA HISTORICA
MISSIONE OGGI
MULINO
NEW LITURGY
NEW TESTAMENT ABSTRACTS
NICOLAUS
OLD TESTAMENT ABSTRACTS
OUR SUNDAY VISITOR: THE POPE SPEAKS
PAROLE DI VITA
PARROCCHIA
PRESENZA PASTORALE
PROYECCION
RASSEGNA DI TEOLOGIA
RELIGIOUS AND THEOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS
NEW EXCHANGES

CANADIAN CATHOLIC REVIEW: a monthly review published by the Canadian Catholic Review Corporation, St Thomas More College, Saskatchewan.
MARIAN STUDIES: the annual proceedings of the Mariological Society of America.
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS

EDRICHTON HOLIDAYS
Are The Right People

★ LONDON AND OTHER EUROPEAN TOURS
★ MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE
★ ROUND THE WORLD CRUISES
★ ALL OTHER TRAVEL SERVICES

★ EDRICHTON APARTMENTS WITH SWIMMING POOL AVAILABLE ALL DATES

EDRICHTON HOLIDAYS (MALTA) LTD.
58, Old Bakery Str.,
Valletta.

Telephone: – 24794/573651
Telex: – MW453 EDRICH
Cables: – EDRICHTON

• Member of the Edrichton Group of Companies
• Member of the Malta Association of Travel Agencies

Ghaliex, Mulej?
It-tbatija:
Sigriet moħbi tul iż-żminijiet
ta’ Carlo Carretto;
traduzzjoni minn
Dun Ang Seychell

Ghall-bejgh ghand:
PEG Book Centre
Savoy Shopping Arcade, Valletta

PEG Limited
Sannat Lane, Marsa

Media Centre
Istitut Kattoliku
Floriana
Guillaumier Industries Ltd

The leading name in Glass and Aluminium products.

Specialists in:
- Aluminium Doors
- Windows
- Facades and Shop fitting
- Standard Size doors and windows
- Automatic doors
- Steel and aluminium Rolling Shutters
- Venetian and Rolling Blinds
- Glass and Mirrors

Miral Works – Cannon Road, Hamrun, Malta.
Telephone: 496441/9.
Cables: MIRMAL – MALTA. Telex: 412 MIRMAL MW.